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Forklift driver

Apply Now

Company: Gap Personnel

Location: Rothley

Category: other-general

f you're an experienced Counterbalance FLT driver searching for a fulfilling career, your

search ends here! Join our team and become a vital part of our success at our Rothley,

Leicestershire site. We offer genuine 12-week temp-to-perm contracts with flexible shift

options.

Shift Options:

Monday to Friday

Shift 1: 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM - £11.45/hour

Shift 2: working 4 on 4 off shifts - 2 days 6am-6pm and 2 nights 6pm-6am - £14/hour

Benefits:

Competitive Pay Rates: £11.45/hour

Lucrative Overtime Opportunities:

Saturdays: Paid at x1.25 basic rate

Sundays: Paid at x1.5 basic rate

Consistent weekday shifts with potential for weekend overtime

Why Join Us?

Thriving environment within the manufacturing industry

Opportunities for career advancement and personal growth
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Dedication to employee satisfaction and well-being

MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES

Keep all palletizers/ out-feed conveyors clear of finished good pallets in a timely manner to

prevent any stoppage in converting production

Keep finished good pallets from the end of converting line or production area and move them

to the designated warehouse

Identify and report any product damage or quality deficiencies

Operate FLT trucks safely and efficiently while meeting productivity and quality expectation

Perform daily equipment checks and report any faults

Maintain the equipment guaranteeing the daily functioning in line with the work instructions

Ensure all required documentation is accurately completed

Work closely and in cooperation with the rest of the Day Services and Shift teams

Carry out any other reasonable request and support the colleagues in case of need

To ensure a high level of housekeeping of the working area is maintained throughout the shift

To ensure health & safety rules are adhered to

WHAT WE OFFER

A full-time employment

The chance to work in an international Group and a concrete opportunity for professional

growth

A dynamic environment based on teamwork

Staff shop

Shift work

Pension scheme

£11.20 per hour

25% shift premium

On site car parking

Non-contractual attendance bonus*

Life Assusrance

Overtime opportunities available



Winter bonus

Requirements:

Valid counterbalance FLT license

Previous experience in paper manufacturing preferred

Strong work ethic with keen attention to detail

*Subject to a full years completetion Jan - Dec

If you're ready to elevate your career and become an integral part of our dynamic team,

seize this opportunity now! Apply today to unlock a world of exciting possibilities with us.

We are an equal opportunity employer operating as an employment business.

Apply Now
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